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The literature contains many algebraic and combinatorial approaches for deriving the net reproduction
number and generalized target reproduction numbers from digraphs and associated matrices. These numbers
describe the growth or decline of a population and are often used for population management analysis when
used as a measure of the effort needed to control a population. They may also provide some biological
insight in some forms. The Cycle Union approach by Lewis et al. (2019) does not provide a biologically
intuitive form of these numbers but does have the benefit of being a computationally simple approach. It
requires finding, categorizing, and counting the permutations of disjoint cycles, or cycles unions. Finding
and categorizing all cycle unions is a simple, but tedious task prone to errors without a proper counting
strategy. We developed cycle union counting patterns for Leslie Matrices, Lefkovitch Matrices, Sub-Diagonal
Lower Triangle Transition Matrices, and Lower Triangle Transition Matrices to serve as a foundation for
future work. Presented are counting patterns targeting individual arcs and the closed-form summations of
the cycle unions.
